
	  

	  

TLCBD CEC Committee Meeting  
Monday January 22, 2018 5:00-6:00pm 
Location: 512 Ellis, San Francisco, CA 

 
APPROVED  

 
 
 

CEC 1-22 Attendance list Present	   Absent	  
Committee 
 

	   	  James	  Neal	   x	  
	  Geoffrey	  Grier	   x	  
	  Curtis	  Bradford	   x	   	  

	  
Staff	  

	   	  Fernando	  Pujals	   x	  
	  	  

Guest	  
Justin	  E.	  CounterPulse	   x	  

	  
	   	   	  
	   	   	  1. CALL TO ORDER   

James N. called the meeting to order at 5:17pm 

2. PUBLIC COMMENT ON AGENDA ITEMs 

None 

3. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS CEC MEETING MINUTES  

Geoffrey G. moved to approve the previous CEC minutes, 
James N. seconded the motion, Curtis B. abstained. 
Minutes approved. 

4. CounterPulse/arts Proposal Discussion   



	  

	  

a. Discussion of proposal for arts segment in Tenderloin Talk, 
Justin E. from CounterPulse will be in attendance to discuss  
Justin E. shared some background information on CounterPulse, particularly their work 
in the Tenderloin community through recent community forums to explore ideas for more 
arts in the Tenderloin. Blockfest, which works to activate the front alcove of their space 
with TL-based artists activators, will likely move toward a weekly model as opposed to a 
monthly format. 
Justin has talked to other orgs to see if Tenderloin Talk could have a collective arts 
section that at least five organizations can contribute to on a regular basis. 
James N. commented it seems like an all-around mutually beneficial endeavor for all 
involved and the community, but wondered about the compiling and construction of the 
information. 
Geoffrey G. voiced complaint that though he has sent press releases to Tenderloin Talk, 
has not seen his announcement in the Tenderloin Talk. As such he voiced support for an 
arts section in Tenderloin Talk and would like to add SF Recovery Theatre to the list of 
orgs interested in contributing. 
Fernando P. shared how Tenderloin Talk is usually compiled in three sections focused on 
TLCBD efforts, people/art in neighborhoods and the Noteworthy area where Fernando 
also took responsibility for not sharing SF Recovery Theatre events where those events 
did not make the Tenderloin Talk issue. Fernando voiced concern over task of compiling 
and sharing the info. If that could be a shared responsibility with technical help of 
perhaps Justin E.  
Geoffrey G. shared other events hubs and the possibility of creating an online submission 
form or something similar to ease the submission process. 
Curtis B. says that a specific format for the organizations would be easier for all. 
Fernando P. says that though it can be a daunting task, it would be a worthy thing for the 
Tenderloin to have many of the many arts happenings shared in one place. 
Geoffrey G. expressed the importance of art in the Tenderloin and how the neighborhood 
has more artists than most places. 
Fernando P. and Justin discussed other possible orgs that might contribute including art 
walk contributors, Safe House, EXIT, etc. 
Justin E. felt that once it’s up and running this would be easy to maintain and is receptive 
to the idea that many of our orgs are operating very thin. 
Fernando P. shared a desire to not just share what is going on with art organizations but 
strengthening of relationships between the organizations could then make this an avenue 
for collective events so as to create more accessibility to each organization and open them 
to serve the neighborhood in deeper ways. 
James N. in closing voiced some capacity concerns but that it was an idea worth 
pursuing. 
Fernando P and Justin E will meet at a future date to work through some of the details 
and plan to explore the opportunity further. 
Further ideas include discounted promo codes or tickets for community members. 



	  

	  

Fernando P. asked Curtis what else might be good for residents. Curtis B. shared that he 
is always trying to engage ‘hard to reach’ residents to get out. If he had tickets to give to 
case managers he could see that being a direct benefit to residents. Geoffrey G. shared 
that many times that is what they do for their PianoFight shows. For example, tonight 
anyone from the Camelot gets in free. 
Committee members agreed to test it out and see if we can move this forward. 

7. TL TALK LIVE JANUARY 24 minutes 

a. Staff will update on upcoming event   
Fernando P. shared updates on event planning for the 1/24 event, including 
format. Previous TL Talk events have been about reintroducing the TLCBD to 
community in conversation, with audience giving feedback. The second 
event was about that conversation aspect, working directly with community 
and listening in conversation regarding quality of life issues in the 
neighborhood. At this event, Fernando P. noted that the TLCBD would share 
what we’ve heard, not just at TL Talk, but also through surveys and other 
work in the neighborhood. This event will share how everything we have 
heard has shaped the organization’s plans for the next two years. 
Curtis B. wondered if there would be any participatory aspect. Fernando said 
TLCBD staff were still exploring options but that it would be important to 
have a lot questions and answer, as well as mingling time before and after 
the event program.  

8. People’s Congress Document/Event 

a. Staff and committee members will present and discuss  
Curtis shared history and background of the platform as it stands now. Focused on six 
different categories, the document will be shared by residents to residents before 
broadening to other stakeholders. A summit will be held at the end of March. The 
document has the potential to become a unified platform, or plan, for the Tenderloin. 
Curtis referenced the Tenderloin 2000 plan. 

7. Other Communications Updates 

a. Communications budget 
Fernando P. provided an update with general numbers around budget, 
approximately $20k minus expenses associated with printing and other 
marketing materials for the district would still give a safe estimate of about 
$10k toward a CEC/marketing related expenses. 



	  

	  

 
b.  Tenderloin Talk channels 

Fernando P. provided updates on communication channels including 
possibility of exploring other mediums such as podcasts. 

c. Other  
Fernando P. recently had opportunity to share stories about the 
neighborhood through media outlets including travel journalists in 
partnership with SF Travel and Hilton, a USA Today writer exploring things to 
do, and a sit down with SF Weekly staff ahead of their Tenderloin related 
issue, whose front cover described the Tenderloin as ‘The Friendliest 
Neighborhood”.   

8. PUBLIC COMMENT ON NON AGENDA ITEMS   

Geoffrey G. shared an upcoming concert at the Cadillac, SF Recovery Theater 
and Green Mobile Health Education Kitchen from 12:30-1:30pm at the Cadillac 
Hotel. 

Being no further comment, James N. called the meeting to a close at 6:11pm. 

As a covered entity under Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act, The Tenderloin Community Benefit District does 
not discriminate on the basis of disability and upon request will provide reasonable accommodation to ensure equal 
access to its programs, services, and activities. To ensure availability of services, please make your request at least 3 
business days (72-hours) prior to the meeting by contacting (415)292-5912.The Board of the Tenderloin Community 
Benefit District has provided this notice and scheduled this open meeting on a purely voluntary basis.  

 


